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Verein MUNTERwegs. 
Resilient children.  
 

 

Verein MUNTERwegs. Facts.  

The charitable association Verein 

MUNTERwegs was founded in 2009 with 

the aim of supporting children and young 

people through mentoring. 

 

The association is based in Menzingen in 

the Canton of Zug. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Objectives 

In the MUNTERwegs program, volunteers from all generations support children and 

young people from vulnerable families as mentors. One of the MUNTERwegs 

program's main concerns is to improve the educational opportunities of the children and 

young people who take part, including through specific support with German as a 

second language and holistic, systemic learning support. The program also helps 

participants to pursue healthy and rewarding leisure activities. With MUNTERwegs, 

what is important is that the volunteers enjoy and are interested in supporting these 

mentees – they do not need any special prior knowledge. 

 

MUNTERwegs mentoring program in Central Switzerland 

The mentors are carefully introduced to their interesting and varied role and are 

supported by a project team with regular coaching and group activities. They meet the 

children approximately twice a month for around eight months and provide support 

where it is needed. Parents and teachers are also involved in the project.  

 

The MUNTERwegs mentoring program is offered every year afresh at the various 

MUNTERwegs locations in accordance with a clear project plan for a group of 

approximately ten to 12 pairings. The Credit Suisse Foundation's contribution is used 

for the pairings in Central Switzerland. 
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Further information:  

 

Partner organization: 

munterwegs.eu 

 

Corporate Citizenship: 

credit-suisse.com/foundation 

 

credit-suisse.com/citizenship 

 

Commitments in Switzerland: 

www.credit-suisse.com/citizenship/ch 

Corporate citizenship. Empowering people. 

In collaboration with our employees, we work with selected partner organizations to 

confront social issues. Together, we strive to build a more inclusive future where all 

people can access the resources and develop the financial, entrepreneurial, and other 

skills to thrive in the economy and society. As part of this commitment, we established 

three focal themes: financial inclusion, financial education, and future skills. 
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